I. INTRODUCTION

Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) is a virus that destroys the system immunity body by infecting and destroying CD4 cells. HIV is transmitted through the exchange of natural fluid body, and way most common transmission is with connection sexual. Contact blood to blood, like through needle injection or transfusion blood can also transmit HIV. Almost 25 years since antiretroviral therapy (ART) first appeared to prevent HIV transmission from mother to baby, 76% of mothers who live pregnant with HIV (more than 1 million women) received ART every year. HIV during pregnancy is one contributor to the number of
Dead Mothers highest in several world regions [1]. An infected mother can also transmit HIV to the baby they good During pregnancy, birth, and breast feeding [2].

A longitudinal study in 8 mothers city provinces in Indonesia from 2003 to 2009 found HIV prevalence in pregnant mothers increases every year. From 2003 to 2006, the prevalence was found by 0.36%. Furthermore, in 2008 it was prevalent at 0.52%, and in 2009 at 0.54%. The prevalence found decreased in 2010 that is by 0.25% [3]. Another study at Sanglah Hospital, Denpasar, found 42 mothers pregnant receiving service prevention mother-child transmission (PMTCT) in the period 2013-2014 [4].

Guidelines clinical the latest in Indonesia as stated in Minister of Health Regulation no. 87 the year 2014 recommend giving ART to mother pregnant miss from clinical-stage suffered HIV infection. However, the use of ART in pregnancy is lately linked with enhancement risk of preterm delivery. A review of References systematic 2015 sums up findings related to this and finds that the use of ART during pregnancy Upgrades the risk heavy born low (LBW) and underweight for age gestation [5]. One mechanism that explains the happening effect side is the consequence of toxicity from ART itself and how ART can trigger tissue apoptosis placenta. ART is known to own nature toxic and increase oxidative stress. ROS are molecules that can damage mitochondria. Damage membrane mitochondria could start release apoptotic factors that are in it, such as Bcl-2, caspase, and apoptosis-inducing factor (AIF), and lead to apoptosis or Dead mobile network placenta [6]. HIV infection and treatment antiretroviral therapy (ART) have a cause-effect side in pregnancy even though it can press the viral load and CD4 increases. Still available other problems resulting from HIV infection and suspected antiretroviral therapy impact the occurrence of placental apoptosis, one of which is marked by the rise in AIF. The apoptotic placenta is one mechanism happening outside pregnancy that is not wanted as preterm delivery and intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR) [7]. Apoptosis involves some good protein in track depending on caspase and tracks caspase free. One of the related proteins is AIF, whose sum is increased and assigned activation of the apoptotic process. Amount HIV- infected cells are relatively low compared with total CD4 cells undergoing apoptosis. This thing believed that happening drop in CD4 cells during HIV infection is the consequence of happening induction of bystander apoptosis. AIF alone is a protein that triggers Dead mobile with the method enter the nucleus or cell nucleus and starting the process of condensation chromatin and DNA fragmentation [8]. As a result, an increase in AIF expression can become a marker of the occurrence of apoptosis and ART toxicity. Although ART toxicity to mitochondria and their associations with the risk of preterm labor has long been known, the potential of AIF as one of the marker toxicities it's on the placenta still needs investigation more continued.

II. DISCUSSION

This study uses the normality test, Shapiro Wilk, with results analysis showing that the distribution of distributed variables is not normal (p-value < 0.05). Because of that, the characteristic sample of the research is analyzed using the Mann-Whitney test. Characteristics sample in the study could be seen in Table I that, results in analysis to a distinctive sample of them age mother, age pregnancy, BMI and parity-based on group Mother pregnant term without HIV infection and mother pregnant aterm infected with HIV ART treatment six months show that no there is the difference significant (p > 0.05).

The normality test of the data with the Shapiro-Wilk test shows distributed AIF expression is not normal (p-value < 0.05). A bivariate test is done with a parametric test using the Mann-Whitney test. The analysis could see in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Without HIV Mean (±SD)</th>
<th>HIV with ART 6 months Mean (±SD)</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maternal age</td>
<td>27.35±5.42</td>
<td>29.40±8.09</td>
<td>0.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gestational age</td>
<td>37.85±0.81</td>
<td>37.70±0.65</td>
<td>0.598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>21.55±1.37</td>
<td>20.92±1.65</td>
<td>0.137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parity</td>
<td>0.95±1.05</td>
<td>1.45±1.14</td>
<td>0.208</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analysis results show a lower average AIF expression between Mother pregnant term infected with HIV getting ART treatment for six months and an aterm mother pregnant without HIV infection. The average AIF expression is significantly higher in the placenta. Mother pregnant aterm infected with HIV get ART treatment for six months is by 162±52.5 compared to with Mother pregnant term without HIV infection was 126.75±61.4. Determination of the cut-off value of AIF expression in the study, we use curve Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC). ROC curve becomes reference mark limit predictor in mother pregnant, where all AIF expression data will be input to a ROC curve, data is processed and determined cut off value for AIF expression.

Fig. 1. ROC diagram of aif expression and status of term pregnant women.

From the calculation of the ROC curve, we get the cut-off value of the AIF level is 112.50 pg/ml, with a sensitivity of 80%, specificity of 45%, and the importance of the area under the curve (AUC) was 0.688 (95% CI 0.522–0.853, p-value <0.042).
Based on results analysis in Table III found that aterm mother’s pregnant with placental AIF expression tall and mothers pregnant time infected with HIV get ART treatment for six months there is as many as 17 people (42.5%) while Aterm pregnant woman without HIV infection as many as 11 people (27.5%). Placental AIF expression is low most in aterm mothers pregnant without HIV infection, as many as nine people (22.5%) while mothers pregnant term infected with HIV get ART treatment for six months as many as three people (7.5%). Based on analysis results statistics, Chi-square found p-value = 0.038, so it could conclude that there is meaningful relationship between placental AIF expression to mother with aterm pregnancy.

Based on the analysis of the results is known that the characteristics sample of them age mother, gestational age, BMI, and several parities in mother pregnant term without HIV infection and mother with aterm pregnancy infected with HIV get ART treatment six months in the study this no own difference meaningful characteristics statistically and can compare.

Average age Mother pregnant term infected with HIV get ART treatment six months as big as 29.40 years. When compared with the average mother with aterm pregnancy without HIV infection, the average higher is 27.35 years. Analysis result age Mother study shows results no significant difference (p=0.052). That indicates that all mothers are entitled to get married and get descendants. Become HIV-infected mother no reduce correct. However, Mother with HIV infection is recommended obtained ART therapy that can give impact significant on their health during pregnancy [9]. Study this take sample mother pregnant with age from 21 years and less of 31 years. That thing supported from prevalence data HIV infection in Indonesia is mostly in the group age young around 21-28 years old about 3% compared age elder [10].

Results data research on samples found that average mothers who are not infected with HIV were 37.85 weeks, and the mean age HIV - infected mothers who get ART therapy was 37.70 weeks. Analysis result obtained p-value = 0.598 so that no difference means at age pregnancy. Research results are in line with research conducted in Africa in 2016 that Mother 49% of pregnant women infected with HIV experienced incident labor < 37 weeks [11].

Research results on the number of parities obtained average Mother pregnant term infected with HIV get ART treatment six months of 1.45 and mother pregnant term without HIV infection by 0.95. The analysis results of the different tests obtained a p-value = 0.208. An aterm pregnancy mother without HIV infection and an aterm pregnancy mother infected with HIV get ART treatment for six months to show no difference means. Different from the results of research in Tanzania that explains that mothers pregnant who are not infected with HIV (40%) give birth compared to Mother infected pregnant women (5.7%). Group Mother HIV - infected pregnant women who do not treat, own more risk high. Approximately 7.4% (95% CI 6.7–8.1%) of mothers pregnant infected with HIV, with enhancement possibility of infection with more parity high compared with mothers pregnant that is not infected with HIV [12].

Research by [13] showed that placental apoptosis in the second and third trimesters was higher than in the first trimester, and apoptosis in the third trimester was also higher than in the second trimester. Mitochondria abnormal placenta and disorders from function placenta often occur in mothers who experience HIV infection receiving combination ART. AIF was initially found as a factor inducer of apoptosis [13]. Many theory report different levels of the evidence enhancement toxicity mitochondria and, in some cases maternal, fetal, and placental apoptosis.

Analysis results show lower average AIF expression significantly higher in the placenta. Mother pregnant term infected with HIV gets ART treatment for six months that is, by 162±52.5 compared with Mother pregnant term without HIV ie of 126.75±61.4. Calculation result ROC curve in research this obtained mark AIF cut-off level of 112.50 pg/ml, with sensitivity by 80%, specificity of 45%. The area under the curve (AUC) value was 0.688 (95% CI 0.522 – 0.853, p-value <0.042). Based on analysis results statistics, Chi-square found mark p = 0.038, which could conclude a meaningful relationship among AIF expression against Mother pregnant term infected with HIV get ART treatment six months. Analysis results more carry on obtained ratio prevalence of 4.636 (RP>1). This shows that ART therapy becomes a factor risk happening enhancement AIF expression in mothers pregnant. Opportunity value obtained from results analysis bivariate of 4.6 (95% CI: 1.023-21.004) means by mean high AIF expression in mothers HIV - infected pregnant and getting ART therapy has 4.6 times more chance big than Mother pregnant that is not infected with HIV.

A study conducted in Spain found results same research study. Research the show results existence correlation is positive at the limited significance observed in mothers pregnant infected with HIV. They are taking ART, and the mother is pregnant and not infected compared with NRTI treatment (p=0.044). So that could be concluded by significant use of ART in mothers expectant which HIV infection increases incident adverse perinatal outcomes in pregnancy because existence dependency development of apoptosis in NRTI toxicity [14].

Apoptosis-inducing factor (AIF) is proapoptotic, released by the mitochondria. The translocation to the cell nucleus causes irreversible DNA damage and apoptosis. ROS can also Act as a caspase-independent trigger of apoptosis; ROS mediates activation of poly- ADP- ribose polymerase-1 (PARP-1) [15].

Research conducted by [6] shows that Mother HIV - infected pregnant women show noticeable improvement, though no significant 100% increase in
apoptosis compared to healthy mothers. Mothers exposed to NRTIs showed content more mtDNA low (39.20% ± 2.78%) than women who don’t infect. HIV infection itself is linked with drop content mtDNA and changes morphology and function of mitochondria. Several severe cases lead to clinical events. Various side effects in people with HIV infection receiving therapy NRTI-based have been suspected to be related to dropping function mitochondria. Zidovudine, didanosine, zalcitabine, and stavudine development programs need subtraction doses because of suspected toxicity associated with impact drugs on mitochondria [16]. Based on the data and discussion above, we could conclude that ART therapy for six months is a risk factor for increased AIF expression in pregnant women with HIV.

III. CONCLUSION

Based on the data and discussion above, it can be concluded that ART therapy for 6 months or more is a risk factor for increased AIF expression in term pregnant women.
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